At-Grade Improvements
Airline Drive at Clearview Parkway

**Pros**
- No Potential Displacements identified
- No Environmental Site Concerns
- Construction under traffic possible
- Compatible with long-range LANOIA-CBD rail corridor
- Better impact on traffic operations at Clearview and Airline Drive intersection
  - LOS E/F at Peak (2027)
  - Reduced signal time
  - Reduced delay
- Improved turn lane capacity for Airline Drive WB and Clearview Parkway NB

**Cons**
- Neighborhood access south of Airline Drive slightly modified
- No added capacity to Clearview approach north of Airline
- Some utility relocation may be required

**Construction Cost (est)**
- $11,600,000*

* - Order of Magnitude Cost for Construction, plus Engineering, Construction Administration, Testing, Right-of-Way

State Project No. 736-36-0047
Federal Aid Project No. PL-0011 (030)